Border Barrier System Integrated Master Schedule (IMS)

The attached schedule is intended to display all schedule activities and dependencies as they pertain to the FY17 ongoing actions for the Border Barrier System. This includes the requirements under Management Direction 102-01 (i.e. Acquisition Decision Events), the Project, RGV Outreach activities, the Border Barrier Prototype Project, and the secondary barrier project. Below are talking points and assumptions associated with the schedule.

Talking Points:

General notes:
- Dependencies are built in across the schedule
- Critical path activities are red

Wall.0 – This section includes the scheduled completion dates for all documentation associated with MD 102-01.

- Upcoming milestones include Acquisition Plan approval on
- CEBD
- Note: All design standard milestones in this section are associated with the CEBD deliverables.

Wall.1 – This section includes the San Diego Sector projects: Border Barrier Prototype and secondary fence replacement.

- Recent milestones include completion of the down select and notice to offerors.
- Prototype upcoming milestones include: Phase 2 Proposals due on Award on
- Please note that the construction schedule is notional and will be dependent on additional project planning.

Wall.2 – This section includes the Rio Grande Valley Sector project and the dependent activities for construction in RGV for the

- RGV Outreach activities upcoming include local, state and congressional outreach beginning on
- RGV first project (RGV-010) upcoming milestones include AE Contract award

Assumptions:

- (b) (5)